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Resistant packaging cable with the 7-14-21 patch, Heavy Duty Packaging Cord was added to the Old Moon Manager stores for 1,000 silver each. These allow you to pack 10 imperial kitchen boxes at one time, significantly reducing the amount of time spent with processing. Just add the cords with the dishes cooked in the imperial kitchen window and
work as before. Requirements: To elaborate with the Heavy Duty packaging cables, it is necessary to have Artisan 1+ processing and complete a search given by Carolin. It is located in Heidel, on the upper floor of the building behind the Instructor Skill. Before she gives the knowledge necessary to use the Heavy Duty packaging cable, she wants her
to show her 'Golden Seal Â [Aerial cushion] x 500. After completing this simple mission, you will be able to use the packaging cables Heavy Duty. She also offers similar research to use heavy packaging cords with imperial alchemy. The kitchen is an important skill of life in the black desert. It is used to create food that provide various bars when
consumed. Check our list for cooking recipes high cooking enabled can be pretty profitable and it is a great way to make money while afk. Everything you really have to start, is a cooking tool and a house to put it in. A basic cooking tool can be purchased by a food trader for 1,000 silver, made with a laboratory of tools or purchased by the central
market. After acquiring a kitchen utensils and placed it at home, it is possible to interact with it by pressing the R button to open the cooking window. Here you can select the ingredients for cooking or selecting a food / drink from the list of recipes. The list of recipes does not tell you the ingredients for the articles you have not prepared before. you
prepare some dishes, you have the opportunity to earn a higher level of product. There are 5 types of product (lower to higher): White Green Blue Yellow Orange All dishes in our cookbook list are the lowest craft grade forThe highest degree that you can cook with all the basic dishes is the yellow degree and the specials have the possibility of being of
orange degree. Kitchen utensils you ideally want to use advanced cooking utensils for reducing cooking time and as regards the big duration, but this is really one of the largest bottlenecks when it comes to cooking. You may have difficulty buying this tool from the market and you should make them yourself. The other alternative is to use the
intermediate cooking tool that has less duration but does not give the reduction of the cooking time. Basic cooking utensils and Balenos Traders' cooking utensils can be purchased by a cooking supplier for the prices listed below. Equipment for cooking during the kitchen, you really want to get the most fast cooking time possible. This is done using a
combination of various buffs. Ideally, to have 1 second cooking time, you would like to use: costume for Pearl Store (-2s), advanced cooking users (-1s), +3 silver embroidered cook dresses (-4s), sharp alchemy stone ( -1.4s) and seafood Crono Mea (-0.6s). If you don't have the costume for Pearl Store, you can use Elixir Cronisir vegetables for -1 second
and a cooking clothes embroidered in +4 silver. Cooking the mastery clothes are not used for cooking because in most cases you need silver galms to reach a 1 second cooking time. However, mastery clothing is still used to deliver imperial cooking boxes for extra bonuses. How to start cooking to make a recipe, simply go to your cooking tool at your
home and press "Ricerla. Click with the right mouse button on your ingredients and be sure to enter 1 for 1 result. (Insert more consumer All your ingredients and only give you 1 Then click on ã ¢ â‚¬ å "Cone. âvelop "f) Cook as many as possible. So click on ã ¢ â‚¬ å“ Okã ¢ âvelop you you noN .063x Ãtilauq atla id atorac id occuS O 093x enaP ffeT
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eresse onoved ilairepmi aruttoc id elotacs eL .rep aigrene o itneidergni id oremun roiggam li eraf etnemacitamotua Need for all the listed articles are only alternatives that you can use !!! It is also possible to use the procs of the elements. For example, you can use Spongy Teff Bread, which is the Teff Bread proc and you only need 1/3 of the amount
listed. So you can use Spongy Teff Pane X130 instead of Teff Pane X390 x390 Name Package One of the following articles Reward Apprenticeâ € ™ S COOKING BOX (Cooking Apprentice 1+) Teff Pane X390 High quality Carrot juice x360 Special Carrot juice x180 Exotic wine of Erbe X180 Fig Pie X60 Steak of smoked fish x180 fruit juice x60 X60 beer
fried fish x90 soup x45 chicken chicken of five cereal x30 boiled eggs x30 mushroom saus x30 aloe cookies x21 steam fish x30 fried vegetables silver shiny golden seal â € "[air cushion] x1 skilled cookâ € ™ s cooking box (cooking Skilled 1+) Data Palm Wine X60 Honey Wine X60 FISH FILLET CHIPS X75 Fruit Wine X45 Pistachio Fried Rice X36
Seafood Grilled With Butter X36 FISH SOUP X33 TEA WITH END OF THE END X21 STEAMED SEAFOOD X30 FRUIT AND vegetables Salad X21 Steamed Bird X18 Seafood Pasta X18 OMETT X18 DeloTia Juice X24 200,000 silver dry vegetables X18 X 18 seal d'oro â € "[Aerial cuscin] x1 Professional cooking box (Professional Kitchen 1+) Fruit Pie
X24 Fish Fillet Salad X24 Steam Prawat X24 Fried bird x24 meat pie x21 aloe yogurt x18 fried fish pillow x21 desert dumping x18 roast marmot x18 cushion x18 silver shiny golden seal â € "[aerial cuscin] x1 artisan cooking box (1+ cooking crafts) Fried coconut x36 coconut paste x21 Rainbow Button Mushroom Cheese Melt X21 Teff Sandwich X18
PAN-FRIED OYSTER X18 Rainbow Button Mushroom Sandwich X15 SOup X15 Deloustia Tart X18 GRILLO SCORPION X15 Borscht X15 GRILL SAEX X15 Cheese Silver Shiny Cake Golden Seal â € "[Aerial Cuscin] X1 Masterâ € ™ S Cooking Box (Cooking Master 1+) Absted Side Dishes X27 Frank Sandwich X21 Delotia Milk Tea X21 SUTE Tea X18
Milk Tea X18 Milk Tea X18 Tea X18 Milk Meat meat x18 hunter salad x18 honeycomb cookies x18 lean meat salad x18 croquette of meat x18 masters jumping in a pan and meat x18 pavilion pan x18 Delotia pudding x18 king of the jungle hamburg x15 sandwich of meat x15 ham sandwich x15 horn Dark x15 Ghormeh Sabzzi X15 Savory steak x15
550,000 silver polished golden seal-Imperial cuisine] X1 Guru Cooking Box (Guru 1+ Kitchen) Kamasylvia X33 meal of fish meal x18 of fruits of butter X18 of fish with butter x21 Serendia Peggio X21 Valencia X18 Special Drieghanese Meal X18 Knight Combat Rations X18 Calpheon Meal X18 Mediah Meal X15 Oã ¢ âvelop "¢ Dyllite meal x15 khalk
Bine fermented x12 fines with foam for shoe x12 special arehaza meal x27 balenos x24 800,000 Gold is your cooking box, you can deliver them into an imperial cooking NPC in one of the positions shown below (click tables for each position): one of the mechanics of Gioc Or that brings back the black desert online from other MMORPG games is impes
to crafting. In simpler terms, imperial crafting is a unique game activity that allows you to gain excellent silver amounts through the artistic qualities of the arts combined with trading. It complies with two primary skills, which are imperial cuisine and imperial alchemy. Imperial cuisine and imperial alchemy are a unique subgroup of commerce that
provides for cooking or alchemy to carry out these activities. Through imperial crafting, produce boxes that you can sell to an NPC for a good profit. Imperial Cooking imperial cuisine offers a larger range of cooking recipes that will make a lot of silver. It is possible to create and pack different materials to sell to the Crafting delivery trader -in
exchange for silver. A bar of options will be displayed when you interact with these NPCs and you will display List of materials. The boxes you want to focus on are those with the name of the Cooking Apprentice -> Guru Guru cuisine on the cooking level). If you jump over the box as done in the photo below, you can see which foods can be used to
create the imperial box and how much it takes for each box. However, there are also other items outside these categories. These elements are either old boxes or based on events. The “Daily Delivery Quantity” is how many boxes it is possible to sell per day to the imperial handicraft delivery manager. It is calculated by half of your contribution points.
To create an imperial cooking box, go to the processing menu (p), select the Imperial Cuisine tab, right-click the food from which you want to create boxes and press startup. Now you can see that I have boxes that I can sell to the delivery manager of imperial crafts. For the best results, make sure you do all your turn-in every day! There are six levels
of boxes you can create: Learn SkillsProfessionalArtisanMasterGuru We go through each of these boxes and the best recipes to use when you create them! Imperial cooking box from apprenticeship to master If you ever see a recipe or an item you want craft and want to know what ingredients or resources are necessary to make them, you can easily
search. Just press F2, and a display bar will appear, and you can type the recipe or craft you want to create, and will show you the ingredients you need. Note: You should also know that some ingredients are available for you from kitchen manufacturers, such as wine from kitchen, mineral water, salt, sugar, and others. These sellers are located in
every big city, like Heidel or Velia. So, let's look at the recipes. Entrepreneur: Cooking boxes often five chicken grains Porridge earth Bird Carne 2x (coil in the processing menu) 2x mineral water (can befrom a kitchen supplier)Wheat 3x (can be obtained from knots around the game) the main ingredient is the ground bird meat, which is made purely
by processing (grinding) your chicken. The other essential elements areWater and wheat. However, wheat ingredient is not literally meant. It translates into a flour or Starchy -based product. Thus can also be used the corn, which is obtained from the Farm Loggia or other options, such as potatoes, barley and wheat. In the end, these products are
transformed into flour. Since wheat and potatoes are essential ingredients, you shouldn't have any problems doing it. This recipe is easy enough to make for the ingredients are available for you from the farms, and it is necessary to process to create the recipes. Susina 6x grain (from nodes) Salt 1x (Kitchen NPC) Cooking Wine 3x (NPC kitchen) 1X
mineral water (NPC kitchen) if you have a generous supply of potatoes or corn, you can move on to the recipe for soup grain. The other objects can be purchased by the merchant. However, you should be careful not to waste resources because it is necessary to use six wheat ingredients to create a single meal. Most people show the level of apprentice
as the tutorial to understand the mechanics of imperial cuisine and that it is necessary to have workers in the knots to collect cooking resources. Skilled: cooking box The skilled class recipes are far more difficult to create due to the number of ingredients necessary. From personal experience, it is advisable to continue making apprentice class recipes
rather than skilled class ones. Of all the recipes available, the omelette and grilled meat recipe are the simplest. In addition, the processing and packaging of other recipes take a great resource of supply to be made. For example, the imperial box takes 90 grilled bird meat, while an omelette takes only 18. 2x chicken meat chicken meat2x cooking
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imelborp onnaras ic non ,eirottaf ellen ilibinopsid idon itlom onos iC Like steaks, grilled sausage and meat soup. In other words, you will use meat in each recipe. However, which meat will use it depends on how you decide to use your farms. In Heidel, you have to go to the material good seller seller have ¢ÃÂÂcontribution.¢ÃÂÂ With ten
contributions, you can rent a strong fence from him, and it stays there. Afterward, you will be able to place it. Thus, you will be able to farm resources, like garlic and pepper. You should also have a character that sits next to your farms for production. Steaks This recipe is the best among them, and it only requires 8x pork, 2x red sauce, 2 pieces of
garlic, and 2x salt. Master: Cooking Boxes The recipes available in this tier are milk tea, honeycomb, cookies, meat croquettes, chewy cheese gratin. Milk Tea 2x Tea with Fine Scent or 1x Tea with Strong Scent 3x Milk3x Cooking Honey3x Wheat Flour To create this dish, you need ¢ÃÂÂtea with strong scent,¢ÃÂÂ cooking honey, milk, and wheat
flour. Milk is easily obtained by playing a cow minigame near Olvia, while honey is obtained from the nodes. Milk is the biggest drawback in the master tier since you can collect a certain amount per day. Additionally, the ¢ÃÂÂtea with fine scent¢ÃÂÂ is the ingredient that you must craft to create this dish. You can also get milk from the cooking byproduct Witch¢ÃÂÂs Delicacy. Nodes For Imperial Cooking Before you can begin to cook, you must get the right ingredients. A good way to passively do this is with your worker empire. Here are the nodes we recommend for cooking: In Olvia, the Wale Farm and Costa Farm nodes you can find olives, which are considered vegetables, and grapes,
which are fruits. Next to the city of Velia, you will find the Bartali Farm, where you can pick the potatoes and chicken node. You can also collect these ingredients in the Finto Farm if you wish to have a steady supply of flour and dough. It is important to have workers in both the Bartali and Finto Farm. Egg procs can be obtained through chicken meat
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Timothy PhD (Bioinorganic Chemistry), Head of Department and Jamison Professor of Inorganic Chemistry, Science Faculty, UCT. Research interests: understanding how the malaria parasite deals with the large influx of haem associated with ingestion and degradation of haemoglobin in its digestive vacuole and the effects of antimalarials such as
chloroquine, … Subaru's EE20 engine was a 2.0-litre horizontally-opposed (or 'boxer') four-cylinder turbo-diesel engine. For Australia, the EE20 diesel engine was first offered in the Subaru BR Outback in 2009 and subsequently powered the Subaru SH Forester, SJ Forester and BS Outback.The EE20 diesel engine underwent substantial changes in
2014 to comply with Euro 6 emissions standards – … Start creating amazing mobile-ready and uber-fast websites. Drag-n-drop only, no coding. 4000+ site blocks. Free for any use. Easy website maker. Tuguegarao (/ t ʊ ˈ ɡ ɛ ɡ ʌ r aʊ / or / t ʊ ɡ ɛ ɡ ə ˈ r aʊ /), officially known as the City of Tuguegarao (Ibanag: Siyudad nat Tugegaraw; Itawit: Siyudad yo
Tugegaraw; Ilocano: Siudad ti Tuguegarao; Tagalog: Lungsod ng Tuguegarao locally [tʊgɛ̝gäˈɾɐw]), is a 3rd class component city and capital of the province of Cagayan, Philippines.According to the 2020 census, it has a ...
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